Press release
Paris, 12th June 2017
MONEXT, sponsor of Money20/20 Europe, presents two new
features:
-

“Tweest”, a card processing service with an increasing number
of innovative functions,
-

A new interface for its multi-channel conversion solution
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Monext, a key player on the French and European electronic payments markets, will
be present at the Money 20/20 show in Copenhagen (26-28 June 2017) to present
its range of products and services for merchants, e-merchants, banks and FinTechs.
Monext already supports more than 7000 merchants (Amazon, Française des Jeux,
Le Mouvement Leclerc, Rue du Commerce, Voyage Privé, Ventes Privées, PMU,
Carrefour, Système U, etc.) and thereby manages more than one third of
Internet/mobile and in-store payments in France with its Payline solution. As a
partner of 150 financial institutions (Compte Nickel, Orange Bank, Axa Banque,
BforBanque, Keytrade, etc.), Monext is present across the entire payment chain:
card processing, mobile payment solutions, loans, etc.
A redesigned card processing solution, including all services which have
now become essential
Multi-product, multi-service, multi-format, Monext’s card processing solution is
innovative and is constantly adapted to new user habits and experiences. Aimed at
banks, on-line banks and FinTechs, the all-new version of the solution “tweest”
makes the following possible:





Simple, intuitive, quick and multi-channel enrolment: subscription in 5
minutes, from all channels, web, tablet or mobile, for an optimum enrolment
experience.
Instant card issuing: in bank branches, pop-up branches or stores.
All card configurations in real-time and by the cardholder: unexpected
expenses, travel abroad? Cardholders can adjust their ceilings, according to
their needs, at any time.
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Real-time expenditure monitoring: with notifications via app, by SMS, by email: cardholders choose how they wish to be contacted.
Accounts credited by transfer or bank card.
The option of blocking the card without cancelling it: for cardholders who
want to give themselves time to find their mislaid card.
Provision of a “virtual” card: for instant Internet expenses, while waiting to
receive the “actual” card.
A single card for personal and professional use: with the option of placing
expenses into categories, managing expense claims, in just a few clicks.
…
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The Payavenue solution unveils its brand-new user interface
Purpose-designed for organised trade, Payavenue meets the payment aggregation
challenges of all brands.
Already used by major retail names (PMU, Indigo, Le Mouvement E.Leclerc,
Ludendo, Système U, etc.), Payavenue can manage payments centrally, regardless
of the sales channel (stores, fuel distributors, vending terminals, Internet, drive,
etc.) and irrespective of the banks of these merchants. This solution allows
merchants to achieve the best position to negotiate with acquiring banks, to
manage risk in a comprehensive and effective manner, to maintain total
independence from terminal manufacturers and to optimise their “customer”
knowledge, etc.
Monext’s teams will exclusively present the latest merchant steering and
business monitoring interface. Designed to meet users’ needs (via interviews
conducted among all future users), the interface is particularly aimed at financial
profiles (company treasurers, financial directors, accountants, store managers, etc).
This customizable interface has been upgraded to ensure users enjoy fluid and
multi-device consultation, but also to simplify screen displays made complex by the
great amount of data (tables – figures, etc.), essential for simple and effective
steering.
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About MONEXT
MONEXT is a major player in the payment market in France and Europe.
We support more than 150 financial institutions and 7000 merchants with innovative services covering the entire
electronic payment chain in line with changing regulatory requirements. We develop solutions with increasing levels
of security to anticipate all new uses. This is our contribution to our clients’ development: omnichannel payment,
financial flow optimisation, loans, card processing, combatting fraud, etc., anywhere and on all devices.
For further information: www.monext.fr
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